How to get from the airport to the conference site:
Between Vienna Airport and Wien Mitte/Landstrasse there are regular transfers by bus, CAT (city airport train) and train (Schnellbahn). Of course there is also always the possibility to take a taxi. Prices and travel duration are:
- Bus: EUR 6.20 minutes
- CAT: EUR 9.16 minutes
- Train: EUR 3.32 minutes

From Wien Mitte/Landstrasse it is just two stops with the underground line U4 (direction "Hütteldorf") to the Karlsplatz, where the University of Technology is situated.

Conference site:
Vienna University of Technology
Freihaus, Wiedner Hauptstraße 8-10, 1040 Wien (Keynote lectures, useR! world sessions)
Main Building, Karlsplatz 13, 1040 Wien (useR! island sessions)
(Both buildings are close to each other as can be seen on the map. All (semi-)plenary sessions will be in the Freihaus, only the useR! island sessions on Thursday and Friday afternoon are in the Main Building. Inside the buildings sign posts will lead you to the lecture rooms.)

Important dates:
Wed 19  Welcome reception in the courtyard of the CI Building ("Goldenes Lamm"), 19:00
(in bad weather the reception is in the Festsaal of the Main Building)
Thu 20  Conference starts at 8:45 in room HS1 of the Freihaus
Sat 22  Excursion: Trip to the Wachau, visit of Stift Melk, conference dinner. Departure in Vienna is 14:30.

Registration:
Wed 19  at the welcome reception
Thu 20  8:00-8:45 in front of room HS1 of the Freihaus

Currency:
The currency in Austria is EUR (Euros). The exchange rate to USD (US Dollars) is approximately: 1.19 USD ≈1 EUR

Maps: (see next page)
Underground map
Area around the Karlsplatz with conference sites and (some) hotels.